Introduction

As COVID-19 continues to spread around the globe, researchers and drug manufacturers are moving towards the development of potential therapeutics into clinical trials at a dizzying pace. The situation has been declared an emergency by the World Health Organization (WHO) and governments across the world have given urgent consideration to controlling the transmission of this disease. Worldwide the generally accepted plan to combat this pandemic has already been taken by imposing a “lockdown” aiming to prevent the spread of virus, as SARS-CoV-2 is hugely a human-to-human contagious disease, which has also been catastrophic to the medical infrastructure of all countries. Along with governments, the people who are working as the frontline warriors in the campaign against the novel coronavirus are scientists and doctors. Researchers and medical experts are working very hard to find a promising outcome to treat this deadly disease. As we all know, viruses are non-living infectious species, which require a host cell to divide and sustain themselves. Here SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing COVID-19, is a single-stranded RNA virus, which utilizes its spike-like receptor binding domain to interact with the host cell. In the lungs, the virus targets cells expressing angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which are situated in the lining of the lungs (called pneumocytes), and cause respiratory disorder. This results in a reduction in oxygen levels in the blood, which can finally lead to a fatal condition. A recent report reveals that the virus can interfere with the iron-containing compound of blood. Another study also proposes that patients with blood group A are more susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 in comparison to others. In addition, there is prevailing evidence that patients living with heart disease and diabetes are more vulnerable to this disease due to overexpression of a protein called ACE2, which SARS-CoV-2 can bind to and later use the host cell machinery for producing its duplicate copies. Hence, this further increases the rate of infection for these patients. Currently, the most generally adopted approach to treat COVID-19 infected people is to ease the patient’s symptoms (which feature pneumonia), while the campaign to develop a complete cure for the disease is still a major challenge. SARS-CoV-2, being an RNA virus, can be
inhibited by therapeutics used previously for curing other RNA viruses, like the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) or Ebola virus. Clinical trials are presently ongoing with a combination of two anti-HIV drugs—lopinavir and ritonavir—and also with other antiviral drugs like remdesivir.6,7 A concoction of several drugs, including chloroquine,8 a potential drug used to cure malaria, has also been repurposed for treating COVID-19 in clinical trials. Generally, a drug takes almost a decade to come to the market by succeeding in all three phases of clinical trials. Nonetheless, coordinated efforts from the governments of different countries and researchers and the availability of sufficient funds from several agencies may bring drugs against COVID-19 to the market within a restricted timeframe. In the search for therapies to treat COVID-19 at the earliest, alternatives such as monoclonal antibodies and drug repurposing are possible promising pathways, which might need less time to become available to health professionals due to their high specificity and fast clinical trials.9

The potency of some herbal medicines and their role in combating COVID-19 are also being studied, which function by targeting different interactions, viral enzymes, and increasing the body’s immunity overall. Though no specific drugs or vaccine-mediated intervention against this deadly pandemic have yet been discovered, in this review article we are trying to recapitulate all the probable therapeutic strategies, which continue to build up some resistance and help the whole medical fraternity to fight against this major pandemic to some extent.

Virology of SARS-CoV-2

SARS-CoV-2 is a single positive-stranded RNA virus of 28 to 30 kb size. SARS-CoV-2 is a mutated strain of SARS CoV, which also originated in the Guangdong province of China in 2002.10 SARS coronavirus contains a genomic RNA which encodes a non-structural replicate polyprotein and structural proteins, including spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins. Among all the structural proteins, the S protein is the most immunogenic, which provides protective immunity against virus infection.11 The membrane (M) protein and the envelope (E) protein are distributed alongside the S protein on the viral envelope (Fig. 1). To enter into the host cell the virus uses spike (S) protein, and this process requires the priming of S protein by the serine proteases of host cells, which cleaves the S protein at S1/S2 (a furin cleavage site) sites. Initially, the S1 subunit with a receptor-binding domain (RBD) helps the virus to attach to the host cell; subsequently, the S2 subunit enhances the fusion of the virus and the host cell membranes to facilitate entry.12 SARS-CoV-2 recognizes human ACE 2 more efficiently than SARS-CoV, thereby increasing its transmission capability from person to person. ACE 2 is a type I membrane receptor protein expressed mostly in adipose tissue, kidney, heart and small intestine.13 The binding affinity of RBD along with the S protein is being fully studied for vaccine development and therapeutic interventions. However, very little is known about its enteric14 and neurological15 casualties, and more research on SARS-CoV-2 would help to establish a greater accuracy in this matter.

Therapeutic aspects of confronting COVID-19

Several options can be anticipated to control or prevent the emerging threat from SARS-CoV-2, including vaccines, peptides, small molecule drugs, monoclonal antibodies, and interferon therapies. Herein, in this section, we highlight different targets for interruption of the coronavirus life cycle both at pre-entry and post-entry stages of viral infection. These targets of the viral life cycle are mainly chosen to develop potential therapeutics to inhibit the viral pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2.

Small molecules as emerging potential therapeutics for inhibiting the early entry of COVID-19 by interrupting ACE2–RBD protein–protein interaction (PPI)

Based on structural and biochemical studies, it has been suggested that SARS-CoV-2 binds with human ACE2 with higher affinity than earlier SARS-CoV. As binding of virus spike protein with ACE2 is the crucial step for viral entry into the host cell, this interaction can be targeted to develop potent therapeutics against COVID-19.16–18 Thus, designing potential therapeutics to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2 protein–protein interaction (PPI) has been the point of interest for many researchers, as it is the first line of approach to inhibit viral entry. There needs to be a focus on small molecules with the potential to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2 complex formation without interfering with the surface expression of ACE2. The structural region in the spike glycoprotein RBD, which is mainly responsible for binding to the human ACE2 receptor, differs profoundly between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. In spite of this difference, the S proteins exhibit a sequence identity of around 76% between the two origins.18–19 As no new therapeutics and vaccines are available, we summarize previous efforts in developing therapeutics, which serve as entry inhibitors by blocking S protein-mediated viral attachment to the human ACE2 receptor in the case of SARS-CoV. These drugs show efficacy in inhibiting SARS-CoV-RBD/ACE2 interaction in in vitro
Small molecules inhibiting host proteases utilized by CoVs for viral entry

The spike (S) glycoprotein of coronaviruses promotes viral entry in the host cells in two steps. Initially, the S1 subunit binds to the ACE2 receptor, which helps viral attachment to the host cell.22 In the next step, cellular entry requires S protein priming by the host cell proteases. This necessitates S protein cleavage at the S1/S2 fusion site, and now the S2 subunit is active for fusion with the host cell; this fusion mechanism is directed by the S2 subunit of the S protein.21 The presence of several arginine residues in the S1/S2 cleavage site in SARS-CoV-2, unlike that of SARS-CoV, makes the S1/S2 site more vulnerable for proteolytic cleavage and thus makes the process of viral entry more favorable by exposing the S2 subunit of the S glycoprotein. Notably, SARS-CoV-2 is thought to enter host cells via two distinct pathways: one moderated by serine protease TMPRSS2 at the cell surface and the other moderated by cysteine protease cathepsin L in the endosome.24 Accordingly, the development of protease inhibitors can be a potential target for treating COVID-19. In this regard, TMPRSS2 serine protease inhibitor camostat mesylate has already been approved as a potential therapeutic in Japan for treating chronic pancreatitis and also has antiviral properties.25 Markus, H. et al. has performed intensive in vitro analysis, and the results showed that clinically proven camostat mesylate could hamper the viral entry of SARS-CoV-2 similarly to that of SARS CoV by inhibiting the host cell serine protease TMPRSS2. This result could be influential in the performance of further in vivo studies in an animal model and in humans and in this time of a global health emergency where there is urgent requirement for a drug, camostat mesylate might be a potential drug molecule clinically approved to treat COVID-19.24

The cellular entry of SARS-CoV-2 also shows a dependence on cathepsin L enzymatic activity via the endosomal pathway, so cathepsin L inhibitors were also identified as a novel target to inhibit COVID-19 entry into the host cell.24 Herein, we highlight some of the potent cathepsin L inhibitors which show least interference with the cleavage of a host protein-derived peptide (pro-neuropeptide Y) such as SSAA09E1. Several thiourea derivatives such as SSAA09E1 have formerly been shown to have potent antiviral properties against HIV and hepatitis C virus. SSAA09E1 is a non-peptidomimetic small molecule that inhibits cathepsin L activity.29 Yanchen, Z. et al. reported the development of K11777, which had antiviral activity by targeting cathepsin L mediated cell entry. K11777 is already in the forward stages of development for treating several parasitic diseases and has proven to be effective and nontoxic in a wide range of animal models. K11777 has proven efficacy for inhibiting SARS CoV and Ebola with an IC50 value in the subnanomolar range. In vitro studies suggest that when K11777 and serine protease inhibitor camostat mesylate are administered together, they show greater efficacy for the complete inhibition of SARS CoV entry.29

The potential of glycopeptide antibiotics for preventing cellular entry of the Ebola virus, SARS-CoV, and MERS CoV by inhibiting the activity of cathepsin L was previously known. The potency of these glycopeptide antibiotics is now being evaluated for treating SARS-CoV-2, and notably it has been found that teicoplanin has a potent ability to prevent SARS-CoV-2 virus entry with an IC50 of 1.66 μM. Although ex vivo and in vivo studies need to be done, the preliminary idea of this study suggests that the antiviral activity of teicoplanin might be applied to treat SARS-CoV-2 viral infection in the host cell.27

The novel approach presented in this study suggests that cathepsin L inhibitors, administered in combination with clinically approved serine protease TMPRSS2 inhibitor camostat mesylate, show significant improvement in efficacy for complete inhibition of viral entry into a host cell for all types of S glycoprotein based virus, including COVID-19. Small molecules with cathepsin L inhibiting activity can be further optimized and developed into a broad range of potent antiviral therapeutics, with high specificity in their activity and thus prevent viral entry without affecting the normal ability of proteases to process host proteins, while the clinically approved drug camostat mesylate can immediately answer current purposes in a global pandemic where the development of new drugs and their clinical approval is time-consuming.

Recently a group of researchers suggested that a unique furin-like cleavage site is present in the spike glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2, which is missing in the other ranges of SARS-like CoVs. In their article, the group focussed on a peculiar furin-like protease recognition sequence present in close proximity to one of the maturation sites of the S protein that might have convincing functional implications for viral entry.28 The molecular mechanism involved in cellular entry by activation of the S protein has not yet been conclusively identified and needs further evaluation. Thus, it is likely that, apart from the other two host cell proteases (TMPRSS2 and cathepsin L) involved in priming of S glycoprotein into the S1/S2 subunit, furin might also be involved in this cleaving mechanism, thereby enhancing viral fusion with the host cell. The furin-like cleavage site might play a significant role in the viral life cycle of SARS-CoV-2. A
noteworthy feature of SARS-CoV-2 is a polybasic cleavage site at the terminal of the S1 and S2 subunits of the S glycoprotein, and this further allows effective cleavage by furin and other proteases and has a significant role in viral entry into host cells.\textsuperscript{29–31} Thus, the drive to develop anti-COVID-19 therapeutics should also involve evaluation of furin inhibitors. The pathogenesis of some previously occurring coronaviruses has been reported to be dependent on a furin-like cleavage site in the S-protein sequence. Thus therapeutics developed for those viruses can be evaluated to test their efficacy against SARS-CoV-2. In this line of approach, a group of researchers has developed peptidase-based therapeutics to irreversibly block the enzymatic activity of furin protease by the addition of a decanoyl group at the N-terminus and a chloromethyl ketone (CMK) group to the C-terminus of a polybasic cleavage motif to favor cell penetration (dec-RVKR-cmk).\textsuperscript{32,33} As furin-like protease is involved in multiple cellular processes, so specific inhibition is a major challenge that may result in some toxicity.\textsuperscript{28}

As the cleavage of the S protein into its two subunits S1 and S2 is necessary for viral entry, the involvement of different host cell proteases in activating this S glycoprotein needs to be studied thoroughly. Thus, the potential for furin inhibitors to halt SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis in \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} studies needs to be evaluated, so that in the campaign to develop potent therapeutics to treat COVID-19, we might consider the presence of furin inhibitors.

**Therapeutics inhibiting the viral proteases 3CLpro and PLpro**

The typical coronavirus (CoV) is a single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus that possesses a large viral RNA genome. The two open reading frames 1a/b (ORF1a/b) at the 5′ terminal enclose the 5′-two-thirds of the CoV genome and encompass the large replicase polyproteins 1a (pp1a) and pp1b. These polyproteins are chopped by papain-like cysteine protease (PLpro) and 3C-like serine protease (3CLpro) viral enzymes to deliver non-structural proteins, which include RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and helicase, and are engaged in the process of transcription and replication of the virus.\textsuperscript{34} Therefore, inhibiting 3CLpro and PLpro activity is a potential target for treating CoVs.

Sequence and structural analysis suggest that when the 3CLpro protein sequence of SARS-CoV-2 was correlated with its closest homologs, it showed a 99.02% sequence identity with bat SARS-like coronaviruses and 96.08% with SARS-CoV. Recent studies show that the genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2 is very similar to that of SARS-CoV.\textsuperscript{35–37} The results also proclaim that the SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV 3CLpro receptor binding pocket conformations resemble each other, thus raising the possibility that drugs designed to inhibit the 3CLpro of SARS-CoV can also be utilized to inhibit the 3CLpro of SARS-CoV-2.\textsuperscript{38} Different classes of protease inhibitors can target SARS-CoV, and these 3CLpro inhibitors show a broad range of \textit{in vitro} action opposing CoVs.\textsuperscript{39} Amid the distinct collection of 3CLpro inhibitors, lopinavir is readily available. Lopinavir, a protease inhibitor employed to cure HIV disease that has been clinically approved as a ritonavir-supported form (lopinavir–ritonavir) inhibits the HIV protease enzyme by constructing an inhibitor–enzyme complex, thereby forbidding cleavage of gag-pol polyproteins. Thus, immature, non-infectious viral particles are formed subsequently. Ritonavir increases lopinavir’s pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic activity by slowing down the breakdown of lopinavir. This lopinavir–ritonavir combination showed \textit{in vitro} anti-CoV activity; also \textit{in vivo} analysis with a MERS CoV infected animal model and non-randomized clinical trials in SARS patients exhibited properties inhibiting 3CLpro protease activity. It is speculated that the lopinavir–ritonavir 3CLpro inhibiting activity contributes partly to its anti-CoV effects.\textsuperscript{40,41} Although the efficacy of this combination of the drug was not associated with clinical improvements when clinical trials were performed with SARS-CoV-2 infected patients.\textsuperscript{42} These results of a clinical trial suggest that it is necessary to discover novel compounds with inhibitory properties against SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro enzyme activity to serve as potent anti-COVID-19 drugs. Recently, drug repurposing studies by Zhijian, X. \textit{et al.} have proposed that the clinically approved antiretroviral drug delfinavir, used in the treatment of HIV, shows better efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro activity and suggest that it could be used to treat COVID-19.\textsuperscript{43} Linlin Zhang and his co-workers in recent times have reported the X-ray structure of the unliganded SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro and its complex with a χ-ketoamide inhibitor. Optimization of χ-ketoamides as 3CLpro inhibitors proved crucial to blocking viral replication. They developed a potent lead compound 13b derived from a previously designed inhibitor that inhibits SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro activity with IC\textsubscript{50} = 0.67 ± 0.18 μM. An EC\textsubscript{50} of 4–5 μM was observed when human Calu3 cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2. After assessing the absorption–distribution–metabolism–excretion (ADME) properties of the lead compound, the group suggested that development of the pyridone-containing χ-ketoamide inhibitors might have efficacy against the 3CLpro activity of SARS-CoV-2.\textsuperscript{48}

Although the 3CLpro conformations of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 resemble each other, they show some key differences.\textsuperscript{48} Blocking the activity of 3CLpro will inhibit viral replication, and also 3CLpro inhibitors are unlikely to be toxic as no human proteases have a similar cleavage specificity. Thus, there is a specific demand for a drug to inhibit 3CLpro activity of SARS-CoV-2.

PLpro protease is unique in its nature as this protease is not only capable of processing the viral polyproteins into the structural and non-structural protein components essential for viral replication, but it is also responsible for deubiquitinating host cell proteins such as interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), inactivation of the transcription factor NF-κB and has delIGly-lating activities, and thus plays an important role in suppressing the human immune system.\textsuperscript{44,45} Unlike 3CLpro, the PLpro of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 do not resemble each other, their two origins sharing only 83% sequence identity. However, the active sites of PLpro protease from two different origins show no variation in three secondary structures.\textsuperscript{36,37} Thus, it is possible that SARS-CoV PLpro inhibitor drugs might also show efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 PLpro. There has been extensive research going on into the development of efficient small molecules to inhibit PLpro activity, and these compounds display efficacy in
the μM range, thus opening the window for the further development of novel small molecules to inhibit PLpro activity. Here we highlight some of the work by a group of researchers in developing potent PLpro inhibitors. Kiira, R. et al. developed a noncovalent class of PLpro inhibitors, and the resulting compound GRL0617 shows efficacy against SARS-CoV with an IC_{50} value of 20 μM, which was improved to the nanomolar range via synthetic optimization. GRL0617 shows no associated toxicity and inhibits SARS-CoV viral replication in *in vitro* studies. These findings suggest that noncovalent cysteine protease inhibitors can be developed with high specificity against the processing of viral polyproteins without inhibiting host deubiquitinating enzyme.46 Another group of researchers had identified a lead compound 6577871 *via* high-throughput screening of a diverse chemical library, and its further synthetic optimization and structure–activity analysis were performed to generate a library of improved inhibitors that show potent PLpro inhibition and antiviral activity against SARS-CoV infected host cells. These studies show a substantial increase in the efficacy of the small molecules with a nanomolar range. Further protein-ligand X-ray structure, molecular modeling, and biological evaluation of a series of PLpro inhibitors provide molecular insight into the ligand-binding site interactions.47 Apart from these, various SARS-CoV PLpro inhibitors were analyzed by Baez-Santos and co-workers, which include small molecule inhibitors, natural products, zinc ion and zinc conjugate inhibitors, thiopurine compounds and naphthalene inhibitors.48

This diverse chemical library of novel therapeutics with potent anti PLpro activity opens room for the further development of drugs with specific inhibitory capacity against SARS-CoV-2 PLpro activity. Fig. 2A and B include the structures of the small molecules discussed in the section on small molecule based therapeutics to combat COVID-19.

The inhibition of viral replication enzymes can also be a potential target to treat COVID-19

Polyproteins from coronavirus genomes after being processed by viral enzymes 3CLpro and PLpro form non-structural proteins, which include RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and helicase (Hel), and take part in the process of transcription and replication of coronavirus by using the host cell’s machinery. Thus, inhibition of this viral replication process could be a potential target for the control of viral infection. RdRp proteins share 96% sequence identity between SARS CoV and SARS-CoV-2, although their genomic RNA shows an 82% sequence identity. Residues that show variations in RdRp proteins between two coronaviruses are mostly far away from the active site.49 This high sequence identity at the active site of the RdRp protein between two coronaviruses suggests that any potent therapeutics developed for SARS-CoV RdRp might show equal potency against SARS-CoV-2 viral replication. RdRp inhibitors are mainly nucleoside or nucleotide analogs, and they provide the most assured pathway towards inhibiting viral RNA replication. The nucleoside analog ribavirin with broad-spectrum antiviral properties has been previously used to treat a viral infection, but its efficacy against RNA viruses, including coronaviruses was unclear.50,51 The efficacy of these nucleoside analog drugs can be increased by inhibiting exonuclease activity by the enzyme non-structural protein.
(nsp14). This nucleoside analog drug functions by insertion into the viral RNA chains causing their premature termination, whereas, in contrast, nsp 14 enzymatic activity has a proof-reading ability and thus complicates the antiviral nucleoside drug objective. The nsp14 has the ability to remove mismatches as well as to abolish nucleoside analogs which were incorporated into the viral RNA chain. Thus, in order to develop a potent nucleoside analog drug, it must either avoid detection by exonuclease or must inhibit exonuclease activity.52,53

Fig. 3  The viral life cycle and potential therapeutic targets.
Remdesivir (GS-5734) is a magnificent illustration of this approach, as this drug show a promising outcome against the RdRp activity of viral RNA replication by outcompeting exounuclease activity. It is an adenosine analog with a 1'-nitriyl substituent which exhibits potent efficacy against SARS, MERS, and BAt coronavirus in *in vivo* and *in vitro* studies.54,55 Remdesivir shows potential against a broad spectrum of coronaviruses, and thus it is being studied for post-infection treatment for COVID-19. Wang *et al*. displayed data showing that remdesivir is active against SARS-CoV-2 in Vero E6 cells with an EC\textsubscript{50} of 0.77 μM, suggesting its ability to be a potential drug candidate to fight COVID-19.56 Furthermore, *in vivo* studies in an animal model infected with SARS-CoV-2 was found to prevent disease progression with remdesivir.57 Clinical trials in the USA and China show an improvement in the patient’s condition when treated with remdesivir, but no broad conclusion can be made based on a few clinical trials. Thus, further research is needed before a conclusion can be drawn.56,58

Apart from remdesivir, many other nucleoside analogs, including DNA synthesis inhibitors such as tenofovir, disoproxil, lamivudine, and similar other antiviral medications, have the potential to target the SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA replication mechanism, when evaluated through molecular docking studies and testing in cells infected with the virus.59 Thus, drug repurposing studies on existing nucleoside analogs can help to combat the global health emergency of COVID-19 and also open the door for further synthetic modifications of these drugs, which could help to generate a broad spectrum of anti-viral therapeutics useful for future coronavirus-related outbreaks.

During the coronavirus replication cycle, helicase catalyzes the unwinding of double-stranded oligonucleotides into single strands in an ATP-dependent reaction. Helicases of different coronaviruses are highly homologous in their sequence identity. Thus, the development of potent therapeutics to inhibit helicase activity are also an attractive option to treat coronavirus pathogenesis.60 Coronavirus helicase inhibitors can be widely classified into two groups based on their mechanism of action. The first group includes bananins and 5-hydroxycromone derivatives, which show efficacy in hindering the unwinding process and ATPase function of SARS-CoV helicase in *in vitro* studies, which results in the inhibition of viral replication by using the host cell’s machinery.51,62 However, this group of compounds exhibits toxicity resulting from the blockage of cellular kinases or ATPase, restricting their use for humans. The other class of coronavirus helicase inhibitors includes a compound that specifically hinders the unwinding activity without hampering the ATPase function of CoV helicase. In this line of approach, Adedeji, A. O. *et al*. have designed a triazole SSYA10-001, which was specific in its activity to inhibit a broad spectrum of coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV.63,64

The potential of SSYA10-001 and its further synthetic modifications to develop a small molecule library inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 viral replication in *in vivo* and *in vitro* studies needs to be evaluated. Thus, it might be that potent therapeutics with a broad spectrum of antiviral properties could be used in combating COVID-19 and such coronavirus-related outbreaks in the near future. Fig. 3 represents the viral life cycles and potential therapeutic targets that can be used to treat COVID-19 infection. The list of drugs to deal with the same is given in Table 1.

### Biomimetic peptide based therapeutics to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 viral attachment to the ACE2 receptor

SARS-CoV-2, similar to the earlier SARS-CoV, initiates entry into the human cell by binding to angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE2). The interaction of the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein receptor-binding domain (RBD) with the ACE2 receptor is the crucial step in viral attachment to the host cell.65 This is followed by S protein priming by the host cell proteases that are required for viral entry into the host cell and subsequent viral replication *via* viral proteases by using host cell machinery.66 Based on recent studies, it was suggested that SARS-CoV-2 binds with the ACE2 receptor with higher affinity than the earlier SARS-CoV.65 Thus, disrupting the SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2 complex is the most promising target to block the viral entry in the very first stage of its attachment to the human receptor ACE2 at the surface of the host cell67 (Fig. 4).

As SARS-CoV-2-RBD/ACE2 protein–protein interactions (PPI) cover large protein binding interfaces, small molecule based inhibitors lacking distinct binding pockets are often less useful in preventing this interaction.67 Thus, an approach to designing peptide-based antagonists of the human ACE2 receptor is an exciting solution to hinder RBD–ACE2 interaction by appropriately covering the extended protein contact interface.68,69 In this line of approach, by employing molecular dynamics simulations on the basis of the recently examined co-crystal structure of ACE2 and the SARS-CoV-2-RBD complex, researchers have identified a stretch of crucial helical amino acid sequence (α1 helix) at the ACE2 peptidase domain, which is important for binding SARS-CoV-2-RBD. Towards this aim, the group has designed a 23-mer peptide fragment (SBP1) of the ACE2 PD α1 helix, a sequence of which was derived from the ACE2 α1 helix. This peptide binder binds specifically with low nanomolar affinity with the SARS-CoV-2 RBD. Thus, this peptide binder opens up new ventures for SARS-CoV-2 treatment by blocking the spike glycoprotein interaction with ACE2. The interaction between SBP1 and the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was further validated by bio-layer interferometry, which suggests that an SBP1 peptide derived from the ACE2-PD α1 helix may efficiently bind the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and outcompete the binding for ACE2.70

Another group of researchers have recently designed a group of peptide-based inhibitors based on the latest knowledge of the protease domain (PD) of ACE2 that involves mainly the α1 helix with minor involvement from the α2 helix and the linker of the β3 and β4 sheets, which binds effectively with the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.67,71 In the previous work on a SARS-CoV blockade, small peptide inhibitors were proposed, which were too short to maintain the secondary structure to block the whole SARS-CoV binding surface.72 By analyzing the crystal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Target-based therapeutics of SARS-COV-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Targeted host factors/viral component for interrupting the virus life cycle</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Viral spike protein with human ACE2 interaction</td>
<td>(A) Small molecule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. SSAA09E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VE607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) Peptide based SBP1, inhibitors (1–4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Host proteases utilised by SARS-CoV-2 for viral entry</td>
<td>(A) Cysteine protease cathepsin L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) Serine protease TMPRSS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) Other host proteases (furine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) HR1 and HR2 interactions at the S2 subunit of the spike glycoprotein</td>
<td>Peptide EKIC4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Viral enzymes</td>
<td>(A) PLpro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) 3CLpro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) RNA dependent RNA-polymerase (RdRp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) Helicase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure of ACE2 and the RBD of SARS-CoV-2, interacting amino acids were identified at the ACE2 and RBD interface. Therefore, the group has designed four inhibitors (inhibitors 1–4) for four different critical binding hotspots, mainly inhibitor 1 for the vital α1 helix. The report further suggests that the single α1 helix used in inhibitor 1 is less balanced, while the α1,2 helices used in inhibitors 2–4 backed each other and preserved their bent shape, which contributes to the conformational identity of the RBD of SARS-CoV-2, and a full envelope of the RBD surface.⁷³

Thus, the designed peptides derived from the human ACE2 hotspots which bind to the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein provide room for the further development of peptide-based therapeutics for treating COVID-19.⁷⁶,⁷⁷ During a pandemic such as COVID-19, therapeutic intervention is needed urgently, and in this regard, peptide-based therapeutics are promising alternatives because of their high specificity, low interference with biological processes, and faster FDA approval times.⁷⁴ Further optimization of these peptide-based therapies is in progress to significantly increase their PPI inhibitory activity. Challenges associated with peptide-based drugs, such as rapid renal elimination and proteolytic degradation, need to be figured out in the near future to develop potent peptide-based therapeutics to inhibit the viral entry of SARS-CoV-2 and such a broad spectrum of coronaviruses.

The inhibition of SARS CoV-2 by developing potent peptide based inhibitors targeting HR1–HR2 interaction at the S2 protein of the coronavirus

The spike glycoprotein of coronavirus has two subunits S1 and S2. The S1 subunit binds the cellular receptor with its receptor binding domain (RBD), whereas the S2 subunit has a significant role in membrane fusion and viral entry to the host cell. When S1 binds to human ACE2, followed by a conformational change in the S2 protein, the heptad repeat 1 (HR1) comes into close contact with the heptad repeat 2 (HR2) within S2. Now, the HR1 and HR2 domains of the S2 protein bind to each other to form a six-helical bundle (6-HB) core structure and this mechanism allows the viral and cellular membrane to come into close proximity for fusion⁷⁷ (Fig. 5A).

From the sequence alignment studies, the SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, S2 subunits are highly preserved. The HR1 and HR2 domains have 92.6% and 100% identities, respectively.⁷⁶ As the HR2 domain sequence is identical for both SARS CoV and SARS-CoV-2, the recently emerged coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 can be inhibited by a similar approach to that used for SARS CoV fusion inhibition by designing HR1- and HR2-derived peptides. Shuai, X. et al. have concluded that the SARS-CoV-2 HR1 and HR2 domains are also able to interact similarly to that of SARS-CoV to form the 6-HB core and suggest that a biomimetic peptide based on HR1 and HR2 peptide domains can inhibit COVID-19 fusion entry into the human host cell⁷⁷ (Fig. 5B).

As the RBD of the S1 protein which interacts with human ACE2 receptors under the evolution process becomes highly mutated in different coronaviruses, this cannot be the ideal target to treat a wide variety of viruses of this family. Whereas, in contrast to the mutated S1 protein, the HR domain of the S2 protein is preserved in various human CoV viruses and plays a key role in human CoV infections by forming a 6-HB core that mediates viral entry into the human host cells.⁷⁸ Based on experimental findings, it was found that HR1 is the target site and the HR2-derived peptide (HR2P) inhibits the 6-HB core formation in a similar way to that in the case of SARS CoV. Interestingly pan-coronavirus fusion inhibitor EK1, designed previously to inhibit the viral entry of SARS CoV by targeting the HR1 domain, also shows significant inhibitory activity with an IC₅₀ of 0.19 µM by binding to the HR1 domain of the S2 protein for SARS-CoV-2, though the HR1 domains of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 show significant sequence variation.⁷⁹

Recent studies have suggested that the mutated HR1 domain of the S2 protein in the case of SARS-CoV-2 leads to more efficient interaction with the HR2 domain to form the 6-HB core. So modified EK1 pan coronavirus inhibitors were developed, such as EK1C4 which has more potent inhibitory activity against
COVID-19 than the original EK1 peptide. This EK1C4 was designed based on numerous reports on lipidation strategy that can significantly improve the antiviral property of fusion inhibitory peptides. This lipopeptide hybrid molecule EK1C4 has potent inhibitory activity against viral entry with an IC50 of 1.3 nM, suggesting that EK1C4 has potent COVID-19 inhibition properties with no toxic effects in *in vitro* studies. EK1C4 also displays a broad spectrum of inhibitory effects against other human coronaviruses. Therefore, EK1C4 when administered intranasally is expected to have potent therapeutic activity against SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Thus further modification of this biomimetic peptide and its *in vivo* efficacy in the animal models could open up a window for the development of potential peptide-based therapeutics against COVID-19 and other such future emerging coronavirus-related epidemics.

**Potential small molecule based drugs repurposed to treat COVID-19**

With new interventions, it may take a long time for researchers to develop and commercialize these therapeutics to treat COVID-19. Thus, to combat this pandemic at the earliest, drug repurposing studies with available drugs have the advantages of easy availability from the pharmaceutical supply chain and also being clinically approved.

1. Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) are clinically approved antimalarial and autoimmune disease drugs that can be utilized as broad-spectrum antiviral drugs. Both drugs are known to block viral pathogenesis in two stages. At the entry point, they block the viral infection by increasing endosomal pH, and another antiviral mechanism is related to glycosylation inhibition of newly synthesized proteins in the post-entry stages.

---

**Fig. 5** (A) The mechanism of interaction between ACE2 and the S subunits of SARS-CoV-2 to facilitate the entry of the virus into the cells. (B) The inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 by developing potent peptide-based inhibitors targeting the HR1-HR2 interaction at the S2 protein of the coronavirus.
Table 2. Therapeutics for COVID-19 based on existing drugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug Candidate</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Mechanism of action</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine</td>
<td>Antimalarial drug</td>
<td>Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax</td>
<td>Prevents viral entry via inhibiting viral protein glycosylation and increasing endosomal pH</td>
<td>86, NCT01067417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remdesivir, favipiravir, ribavirin, galidesivir</td>
<td>Antiviral drug</td>
<td>Ebola, hepatitis C, Marburg virus</td>
<td>Prevents the secretion of viral RNA into the viral RNA chain, causing premature termination of viral RNA synthesis and blocking virus propagation</td>
<td>81, NCT04257766, NCT04319900, NCT04255017, NCT04252885, NCT04303299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbidol</td>
<td>Antiviral drug</td>
<td>Influenza virus</td>
<td>Prevents viral entry via inhibiting viral protein glycosylation and increasing endosomal pH</td>
<td>89, NCT04303299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oseltamivir</td>
<td>Antiviral drug</td>
<td>Influenza virus</td>
<td>Prevents the secretion of viral RNA into the viral RNA chain, causing premature termination of viral RNA synthesis and blocking virus propagation</td>
<td>91, NCT04260594, NCT04255017, NCT04252885, NCT04303299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Famotidine</td>
<td>Antacid</td>
<td>PLpro</td>
<td>Inhibits viral PLpro activity</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of viral pathogenesis. Apart from their antiviral activity, chloroquine and HCQ also have an immune-modulating role, which enhances the antiviral efficacy of the drugs in vivo.\(^{83,84}\) HCQ is already being used in clinical trials to treat AIDS (NCT01067417). Both chloroquine and HCQ can improve the clinical results of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2. HCQ appears to be safer and more potent in inhibiting the SARS-CoV-2 virus in vitro. HCQ also has comparatively fewer side effects than chloroquine.\(^{85,86}\) A recent clinical trial with patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 virus suggested that when HCQ is administered in combination with macrolide antibiotic azithromycin it showed a better clinical outcome in patients compared to those treated with HSQ alone.\(^{86}\) The shortage of any conclusive statement and growing controversy regarding the application of HCQ for improving the condition of SARS-CoV-2 infected patients have driven the scientific community to undertake more randomized clinical trials. Thus, its further validation is needed, which can help to provide clinical guidance on the use, dosage of the drug, and its potential in treating COVID-19.

(2) Oseltamivir is a clinically approved drug for treating influenza viruses. It belongs to the class of viral neuraminidase inhibitors. This drug has proved its potency in preventing the spread of the influenza virus by inhibiting the activity of viral neuraminidase enzyme.\(^{87}\) Viral neuraminidase is a type of neuraminidase found on the surface of the influenza virus that cleaves the sialic acid from host cell glycoproteins and enables the reproduced virus to be released from the host cell. In the influenza virus, neuraminidase facilitates the mobility of the virus to and from the site of infection.\(^{84,88}\) Thus, viral neuraminidase inhibitor drugs display potency against a broad range of influenza viruses. The use of oseltamivir was reported in a clinical trial to treat COVID-19 either with or without antibiotics and corticosteroids.\(^{89}\) Adaptation of oseltamivir with combinations of other drugs like chloroquine and favipiravir was also reported in a clinical trial. Such a combination of drugs has exhibited potency against SARS-CoV-2 with an EC\(_{50}\) value of 61.88 μM and low toxicity (NCT04303299).

(3) Arbidol, also familiarly known as umifenovir, is already clinically approved in China and Russia for the cure of influenza viral infections. The arbidol antiviral mechanism against the influenza virus involves inhibition of viral fusion in the cellular membrane, which restricts viral entry into the host cell.\(^{90}\) Some reports suggest that the drug is more active against RNA viruses than against DNA viruses.\(^{90}\) Apart from its antiviral properties, arbidol also exhibits immune-modulating activity. Notably, arbidol has no detrimental effects and has been utilized for SARS treatment.\(^{91}\) Clinical trials are being conducted with arbidol for COVID-19 treatment, in comparison with the basic treatment (NCT04260594). This drug is also administrated in combination with other well-known antiviral drugs, which inhibit viral pathogenesis by a different mode of action to treat patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 (NCT04255017 and NCT04252885). The clinical outcome shows an overall virus-negative conversion rate (NCT04260594).

(4) Nucleoside analogs are inhibitors of viral enzymes RdRp. These drugs show a broad spectrum of antiviral activity against
RNA viruses. Clinically approved nucleoside analogs (favipiravir and ribavirin) and experimental nucleoside analogs (remdesivir and galidesivir) might have potential for treating COVID-19. The mechanism of action by nucleoside analog drugs to inhibit viral replication is briefly described in this review under the section on RdRp inhibitors. A clinical trial of remdesivir has already started to treat patients infected with COVID-19. Similarly, for favipiravir, a pyrazine carboxamide derivative already in use in Japan to treat the influenza virus is being tested for evaluating its clinical efficacy against COVID-19 (NCT04319900).

(5) Remdesivir, which was an earlier reported drug for treating Ebola also shows promising efficacy in initial clinical trials to treat COVID-19. Containing mono phosphoramidate functionality, remdesivir, which is also known as GS-5734, is a prodrug of an adenosine analog and possesses significant effectiveness against a diverse spectrum of viruses, including pneumoviruses and coronaviruses. Its major metabolic byproducts interfere with the viral RNA polymerase activity, thereby lowering its replication in the host cell. But further studies, with a larger number of patients, are needed to validate these results (NCT04257656).

(6) Famotidine is an antacid. Reports from China and molecular modeling results suggest that famotidine could make a difference in confronting COVID-19; the drug seems to bind a key enzyme PLpro in SARS-CoV-2. Delivery of this drug for COVID-19 patients in clinical trials was intravenous, and treatment dosage was nine times higher than its usual dosage for heartburn. The results of the initial clinical trial were crude and not statistically significant; thus further in vitro studies and clinical trials with a large group of COVID-19 patients need to be validated. Researchers are still not at a stage where they can tell conclusively whether this drug is effective and thus further research is needed, but its efficacy if proven could be a game-changer for treating COVID-19, as this medicine is low cost and there is also a good stock available.

Fig. 6 Repurposed small-molecule drugs.
In summary, drug repositioning is one of the best possible alternatives to solve this global health crisis. So, in this section, we have highlighted some of the broad range of promising antiviral drugs (Table 2) and their proposed mechanism of action and evaluated their efficacy against COVID-19. Fig. 6 includes structures of the repurposed drugs discussed in the section on drug repurposing.

**Monoclonal antibody based therapy**

We have already discussed that RBD is an attractive target for neutralizing the monoclonal antibodies. In fact, it has been noted that most of the antibodies developed (about 90%) are specifically targeted on the S-protein which is the RBD. Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are undoubtedly one of the best candidates due to their extraordinary specificity towards the antigenic epitope and their possible dosage at an effective and consistent concentration, unlike plasma therapy. Monoclonal antibodies are not an alien entity in the pharmaceutical industry, considering that a large number of them are being marketed and used in treating disorders like rheumatoid arthritis and cancer, so the idea of identification, cloning and production of mAbs that will specifically target the spike protein of the virus to prevent its access into the host cells is going to be an attractive method in the prevention and treatment of COVID-19.

In one such study with 26 patients who have recovered from COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 S1-targeted antibodies were found in large amounts, but when ELISA inhibition assay was performed to check the efficiency of these antibodies in blocking the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 RBD and hACE2, only 3 of the antibodies out of the 26 collected were successful. This observation is extremely important, as we learn from it that though all COVID-19 convalescent patients can produce anti-S1 as well as anti-RBD antibodies, in reality only a fraction of them can actually block the hACE2–RBD interaction.

Many pharmaceutical companies like AstraZeneca, Regeneron and Celltrion have already ramped up efforts to produce monoclonal antibodies that mostly targeted on the spike protein and may quickly emerge as some of the key players in this COVID-19 war.

AstraZeneca for instance, a British–Swedish pharmaceutical company, has partnered with academic institutions and governmental organizations to obtain support in preclinical testing so that they can fast-track their efforts to produce effective monoclonal antibodies.

Celltrion, a biopharmaceutical company in South Korea, in partnership with the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC), secured 300 mAbs that bind to the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2. On screening them for their ability to neutralize the interaction between the spike protein in SARS-CoV-2 and hACE2 expressing Vero cells, 14 of the most potent antibodies have been extracted from the pool of 300 tested. Next up, Celltrion plans to carry out toxicity tests in mice before rolling out mass-scale production of the therapeutic mAbs in the market.

Regeneron, an American biotechnology company, is developing a cocktail of antibodies instead of one. Their logic behind the development of the cocktail is the high mutation rates of viruses that will soon render the antibody ineffective. But by using a cocktail with a second or a third antibody, even when the first one loses its effectiveness the second or the third one in the cocktail will still be able to counter the virus.

Though most monoclonal antibodies are designed to inhibit the spike protein, one cannot deny that COVID-19 is also characterized by a “cytokine storm” which is accompanied by increased secretion of many pro-inflammatory cytokines, most notably IL-6 and IL-1β along with IL-17, tumor necrosis factor...
α (TNFα), G-CSF, IL-8, IP-10, CCL3, GM-CSF and MCP-1. Hence monoclonal antibodies which can dampen the effect of this inflammatory response can also be considered to be an important therapeutic component in the COVID-19 battle (Fig. 7).

One such clinical trial conducted in Anhui, China with mAb tocilizumab which targets IL-6 receptor (IL-6R), saw an immediate improvement in respiration and alleviation of fever in 21 COVID-19 patients with severe infection. Though more extensive randomized controlled trials are required to prove the efficacy of tocilizumab in COVID-19 patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), this should encourage more such clinical trials with other proinflammatory cytokines, like IL-1 and IL-17 receptors.

Even though this antibody-based approach is a very powerful tool, monoclonal antibodies have their own share of shortcomings and pitfalls. Few studies with COVID-19 patients have reported an increase in the response of IgG and an extremely high titer of antibodies, which only suggested a bad prognosis in patients with an antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) in the infections. A stimulation in the wrong direction can result in an adverse response in COVID-19 patients, leading to an enhancement in viral uptake mediated by antibodies and an intense inflammatory response. What is more worrisome is that a previous study with Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) virus has shown that a neutralizing mAb that targeted the spike protein in MERS eventually led to an antibody-dependent entry of the virus into the host cells. If such a pathogenic impact is found in mAbs developed against SARS-CoV-2, then the results will be devastating. To avoid such confusion in future, large-cohort studies should be conducted in order to either dismiss this theory or to substantiate the claim.

**Convalescent plasma therapy**

Globally, various initiatives have been taken to develop effective therapies in a fast-track mode. One of the promising approaches is convalescent plasma therapy. Plasma is the yellowish liquid component of blood that holds the blood cells in a whole blood suspension. Convalescent plasma means plasma that comes from people who have recovered from an infection, like SARS-CoV-2. From experience from the prior outbreak of SARS-CoV-1, it was known that such convalescent plasma contains neutralizing antibodies to the relevant virus. A study using convalescent plasma from 87 positive patients shows that the lowest level of anti-SARS neutralizing antibody titer detected by the neutralization assay was 1 : 12 and the highest titer was 1 : 512. The geometric mean of this convalescent plasma was 1 : 61. Test results show the stability of SARS specific neutralizing antibody level and the antibody level persisted as long as 180 days with a slight decline from 1 : 67 to 1 : 40 after 121 days after the onset of symptoms. The convalescent plasma therapy involves the separation of plasma from the whole blood of recovered patients through apheresis (a procedure called plasmapheresis) and to use the plasma for either prophylaxis of infection or treatment of disease. The theory behind the plasma therapy is that when a recovered patient’s antibody (present in plasma) specific to a particular disease is ingested into someone under treatment, the antibody will specifically target the pathogen and help in recovery of the second patient. This therapy is akin to passive immunization. Passive antibodies work either by neutralizing the pathogen or by modifying the inflammatory response, which can be achieved during early stage of the disease. A meta-analysis showed a statistically significant 75% reduction in the odds of mortality and viral load among patients with severe acute
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Fig. 8 A schematic diagram representing the workflow for convalescent plasma therapy.
respiratory infections (SARI) caused by a related corona virus and treated with convalescent plasma.106 SARS patient treated with ribavirin, high-dose steroid and convalescent plasma had better recovery rate then with ribavirin, high-dose steroid and continuing high-dose methylprednisolone.107 Patients who were given convalescent plasma before the 14th day of disease had a high rate of day-22 discharge rate and early recovery. So from this it can be inferred that this therapy is more useful if it is administered in the early stage of the disease.108 Convalescent plasma treatment was effective for patients infected by pandemic influenza A (H1N1) 2009.111 Many other studies were done on SARS and MERS infected patients, which suggest convalescent plasma treatment can reduce the disease state and provide a good clinical outcome.112,113 The previous knowledge and success story had directed treatment using plasma therapy for COVID-19 infected patients. Various studies with COVID-19 patients showed promising results.109,110,111,112 Fig. 8 shows the procedure of plasma therapy from donor to recipient patients and health workers.

However, studies so far have been performed with a small number of patients; therefore to make conclusions about the success of this therapy against COVID-19, we need to have more data for patients who have undergone plasma therapy trials.

**Interferon based therapy**

Type I interferons (IFN-I) are produced by the body as the first line of defense against the virus. Type I interferons are cytokines consisting of subtypes α, β, κ and ε.116 They all bind to interferon alpha receptors (IFNAR) consisting of chains IFNAR 1 and 2. They are produced by a variety of cells, including macrophages and NK cells, but their most potent source of production are plasmacytoid dendritic cells, which possess special pattern recognition receptors (PRR) to sense the viral components as a signal to immediately start secretion of IFN-I.117

As IFN-I binds on IFNAR, it induces phosphorylation of STAT1 (Signal Transducer and Activators of Transcription 1), which then localizes to the nucleus, activating interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs). ISGs activate a variety of antiviral proteins and inflammatory signaling molecules, which include RIG-I (retinoic acid-inducible gene), Protein Kinase R (PKR) and Mx, which together help to detect virus particles, inhibit the viral replication process, and prevent viral coat assembly and the release of newer viral progeny. IFN-I can therefore be deemed important in antiviral therapy without an iota of doubt.118

IFN-I treatment has been studied in both pre-existing corona viruses in both animal and cellular models in combination with other antiviral drugs ritonavir and remdesivir.119 Though IFN α and β indicated success in both cellular and animal models,120 they did not work significantly well in human beings.121 Though one thing has been particularly noted: that improvement was observed only in patients who did not suffer from comorbidities.122

One of the possible reasons for the failure of IFN-I treatment against SARS-CoV may be due to its higher defense system against interferon I, but on the positive side is that SARS-CoV-2 is less capable of suppressing IFN production as sequence analysis revealed that the amino acid composition of these IFN-I antagonistic proteins is quite different in SARS-CoV-2 compared to SARS-CoV and may not interfere with the interferon responses as aggressively as observed in SARS-CoV.123 Also SARS-CoV-2 does not express two major IFN-I inhibitor proteins of SARS-CoV, namely ORF3b and ORF6. ORF3b blocks phosphorylation of IRF3, which is a major protein involved in activating the IFN response and ORF6 plays a major role in blocking the production of IFN-I by disrupting the transport of karyopherin and inhibition of JAK-STAT1 mediated signaling in the case of SARS-CoV.124,125

Between IFN α and β, IFN β has shown more potent activity against coronaviruses.126 In a series of studies conducted with IFNβ1b or IFNβ1a, both were found to possess inhibitory activity against SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. Hence IFNβ1 seems to be the likely candidate for studies with SARS-CoV-2. In fact, clinical studies with IFNβ1a saw an improvement in the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) condition in patients with reduced vascular leakage.127 But this activity of IFN-I is only applicable if the patients are given treatment shortly after the infection. When treatment was provided at later stages of the infection, IFN-I failed to ameliorate ARDS conditions.128

A recent study has shown that spraying of IFNα2b can be used as a prophylactic agent.129 In another study conducted among 2000 susceptible healthcare workers in Hubei, it was observed that recombinant IFN-α (rhIFN-α) nasal drops administered with or without thymosin α1 to low and high risk individuals respectively over a period of 28 days protected all of them from catching COVID-19 pneumonia.130 Hence the two studies prove that IFN-1 can be used in healthy and susceptible individuals as a means to prevent SARS-CoV-2 associated infection. No such prophylactic activity of IFN-I has been observed in SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV.119,120

As we are all aware of the cytokine storm associated with SARS-CoV-2 infections, many reports have emerged claiming that the pulmonary lesions observed in COVID-19 infections may be an excessive IFN-I response, which leads to tearing and shearing of the pulmonary tissues. If this is to be believed, then the IFN-I based treatments have to be limited to the early phases of COVID-19 infection as in the later phases they might be fatal.131 In fact, in the later phases of infection, anti-interferon based therapeutics might actually do wonders.132

In China a combination of IFN-I is being administered with lopinavir/ritonavir, ribavirin or remdesivir, which could increase the efficiency of treatment against COVID-19.133 In a recent study with recombinant human interferons (IFNz/β) conducted in Vero cells infected with SARS-CoV-2, it has been reported that it reduces the viral titers significantly.134 This means that an exogenous treatment with IFN-β actually further enhances the interferon-mediated antiviral response, which helps in a speedy recovery.

Apart from interferon beta, even interferon alpha might emerge as one of the leading treatment strategies. In one such study conducted with 77 patients in Wuhan, those who were treated with interferon alpha-2b (IFNz-2b) had a shorter duration of virus shedding and even showed a drop in the levels of
inflammation-inducing IL-6 cytokine.\textsuperscript{134} This means if a more stable molecule like a pegylated version of IFNα-2b is created, it will not only reduce the overall viral load but also cause a reduction in the levels of IL-6 cytokine. Interferon alpha-2b has already been approved in countries like China and Cuba for the treatment of COVID-19 patients and a leading pharmaceutical company named Zydus Cadila has sought permission from regulatory agencies to take its pegylated form of IFNα-2b to clinical trials.

IFN lambdas or type III interferons do not share a high homology with the other families of interferons, but what would be significant to mention here is their ability to maintain a stable antiviral response in the pulmonary tract, which subdues any chances of a cytokine storm. Their chief advantage over IFN-I is that they are induced when the viral load is still low and therefore can immediately impede viral replication, naturally bringing the viral load down much earlier than type I IFNs.\textsuperscript{135} Along with stopping the hyper-inflammatory cytokine response, IFN λ also induces an adaptive immune response by activation of the cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), Th1 (T-helper cell) responses and B-lymphocyte driven humoral responses that are pivotal for maintaining immunity for a longer duration.\textsuperscript{136} So, it is quite clear that IFN λ acts alongside type I IFNs to fine tune the clearance of viral load along with minimal damage due to the inflammatory response of the cytokines.\textsuperscript{137}

Along with most pros, there are still a few questions regarding the use of IFN λ in the COVID-19 fight whose one pegylated form (peg-IFN λ1) is already available and has been used successfully in clinical trials against chronic hepatitis D virus. Some of the important questions that can be raised regarding the usage of IFN λ are whether their receptor IFNLR1 could have a higher expression in an inflammation-prone environment in the lungs, thereby increasing the adverse effects that could be caused by IFN λ on cells in human beings; whether the immune cells respond at all to IFN λ during a COVID-19 infection as they are known to impede antiviral effects; and whether the low expression pattern of IFNLR1, however advantageous in evading the hyper-inflammatory responses it might be, does not restrict the efficacy of the treatment. Whatever the issue, the need for good prophylactic agents in order to induce an antiviral state and prevent the development of ARDS in COVID-19, high hopes have been pinned on the therapeutic potential of IFN λ along with the other IFNs like IFN-I.

Development of a vaccine for the management of COVID-19

DNA-based vaccine

Vaccination is the process of administering a molecule or combination of molecules that stimulates the active acquired immunity of a host against the infectious agent in such a manner that no harm is caused to the host. A new radical approach in vaccination is a DNA vaccine where a plasmid containing a DNA sequence encoding the antigen is inserted into the host cells, which leads to subsequent expression of its products in the host cells and induces both cellular and humoral immunity against the antigen, thus, protecting host cells from the infection.

In 2004 Yang, Z. et al. used the same DNA vaccine technology to immunize mice with an expression vector encoding the spike (S) glycoprotein of the SARS-CoV Urbani strain.\textsuperscript{137} As a result, the mouse model showed an increase in S glycoprotein specific CD4+ T-cell immune response and protective humoral immunity. This humoral immunity can help to prevent the replication of the virus in the mouse model. Due to the high similarity (80%) between SARS-CoV-2 and other human coronaviruses (SARS-like bat CoV)\textsuperscript{138} the approach they used to develop a vaccine can also be used against SARS-CoV-2 in the full length or a short segment of the spike protein. A pharma company called Inovio has already started its clinical phase trial 1 for DNA vaccine INO-4800 against SARS-CoV-2.\textsuperscript{139}

mRNA-based vaccine

DNA and the mRNA vaccine are ideal technologies and a possible alternative to a traditional vaccine to fight pandemics like COVID-19. This shows a need to be explicit about precisely what is meant by the word ‘mRNA vaccine’. mRNA as a vaccine platform were first promoted in 1991. Cells use DNA as a starting material for protein production through an RNA intermediate, where mRNA is used as a template material. Similarly, an RNA vaccine consists of specially designed strands of mRNA that code for a disease-specific antigen. Once these RNAs have entered into the host cells, the cellular translational machinery produces a fully functional antigenic protein from this mRNA. Subsequently, this antigenic protein is taken up by the antigen-presenting cells to activate the innate immune response, CD4+, and CD8+ cells.\textsuperscript{140}

Naked mRNAs are susceptible to degradation by extracellular RNases. Thus, several transfecting agents have been developed to facilitate the cellular uptake of mRNA and to protect against its degradation, such as viral vectors, nonviral methods (gene gun, electroporation), lipids, and biomaterial based nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{141} For infectious diseases (rabies, HIV, and Zika virus)\textsuperscript{142–144} mRNA vaccines are being investigated as a way to produce vaccines more rapidly, particularly in response to an emerging outbreak like COVID-19. In the above context, the mRNA vaccine mRNA-1273 was developed by scientists from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and their collaborators, which is a new type of lipid nanoparticle encoded mRNA encoding S protein.\textsuperscript{145} The vaccine has shown promising results in clinical trials and was already assigned for phase 1 clinical trials in March 2020.\textsuperscript{146} However, the full effect of the vaccine on humans still needs to be validated.

Virus like particle vaccine

Virus like particles (VLPs) are a specific class of subunit vaccine where antigenic proteins of the virus are expressed in various expression vectors and then assembled into a structure that mimics the live virus structurally.\textsuperscript{147} VLPs are non-infectious as they lack the genetic material (DNA or RNA), but VLPs have
a similar extent of antigenicity to a live virus. Depending on the complexity of a VLP, it can express one or several viral structural proteins.\textsuperscript{148} VLPs have been shown to elicit a B cell mediated immune response as well as cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Therefore, this role of VLPs was one of the significant factors for choosing them as a potential vaccine candidate, especially for infectious diseases like MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, which cause high morbidity and death.\textsuperscript{149} In 2018 scientists generated VLPs of MERS-CoV by co-expressing S (spike), E (envelope), M (membrane) genes in a baculovirus expression system.\textsuperscript{149} The VLPs were able to generate virus-neutralizing antibodies in rhesus macaques.\textsuperscript{150} This study shows promising results for using VLPs as a potential vaccine against SARS-CoV-2.

Novavax in February 2020 announced that it has started animal trials for its vaccine based on antigens derived from the spike (S) protein of SARS-CoV-2 using novel proprietary recombinant protein nanoparticle platform; it is much like a VLP.\textsuperscript{151}

**Protein-based vaccine**

Protein-based vaccines are a type of subunit vaccine where the component or antigenic part of a pathogen that is best suited for stimulation of the immune response is chosen to immunize a host to develop a specific immune response against that pathogen.\textsuperscript{152} They differ from inactivated or live attenuated vaccines since they contain only the antigenic part of the pathogen not the whole pathogen itself.\textsuperscript{153}

In 2006 Kam, Y. W.\textit{ et al.} produced a vaccine for SARS-CoV based on recombinant native full-length spike protein trimers (triSpike). The trispike was capable of eliciting an immune response \textit{in vivo} and provided a course of action for a human vaccine.\textsuperscript{154}

In April 2020 Sanofi, a French multinational pharmaceuticals company, announced a collaboration with GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), a British pharmaceuticals company, to fight COVID-19. The technology will use the vaccine technology of a flu virus developed by Sanofi along with GSK’s AS03 adjuvant.\textsuperscript{155}

**Live attenuated vaccine**

Live attenuated vaccines use the “wild type” of diseases causing pathogens. However, these wild pathogens or viruses do not cause any disease since they are weakened under laboratory conditions by different methods like serial dilution, codon deoptimization, or growing the pathogen in multiple hosts to induce mutations.\textsuperscript{156} The weakened virus replicates in a host cell. It stimulates a robust immune response, and the immune response to that of a live attenuated vaccine is identical to natural infection by a wild type of pathogen.\textsuperscript{157}

Menachery, V. D.\textit{ et al.} showed a possible target for the attenuation of coronavirus. They manipulated NSP16, a conserved 2'-O-methyltransferase (MTase) paired with other attenuated approaches to develop a live attenuated strain to be further used for vaccine development.\textsuperscript{158} Similarly, a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine could be acquired through a live attenuated strain and
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**Fig. 9** A schematic illustrated mechanism of different types of potential vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 in the context of developing immunity in the host.

Vaccine platform/ 
type of candidate | Immunogen/target | Current stage/phase of trial | Advantages | Disadvantages | Reference |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNA-based (mRNA-1273)</td>
<td>LNP-encapsulated mRNA VACCINE encoding the S protein</td>
<td>Phase 1 (NCT04283461), phase 1 (2020-001038-36), phase 1/phase 2 (NCT04368728)</td>
<td>Less infectious or mutagenic, short life span, chance of integration into the host genome is minimum, a low dose is required</td>
<td>Vaccines need optimal delivery agents, safety issues with unintended immune responses</td>
<td>166 and 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral vector</td>
<td>Attenuated adenovirus capable of producing the spike (S) protein of SARS-CoV-2, ChAdOx1 (chimpanzee adenovirus vaccine vector)</td>
<td>Phase 2 (ChiCTR2000031781), phase 1 (ChiCTR2000030906), phase 1/phase 2 (NCT04324606)</td>
<td>High immunogenicity, long-term expression of infectious genes</td>
<td>Risk of pathogenesis and tumorigenesis</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subunit</td>
<td>Short antigenic peptide sequence</td>
<td>Pre-clinical AJ Vaccines, Epivax, Novavax, GSK/ Sanofi</td>
<td>Induce both cellular and humoral immunity, chance of inducing diseases or side-effects is minimum</td>
<td>Multiple boosters required, an adjuvant is needed for delivery</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus-like particles (VLPS)</td>
<td>Plant derived VLPs that mimic the shape and dimensions of the virus</td>
<td>Pre-clinical Medicago, Adaptvac</td>
<td>Can develop immunity against a multimeric protein at a given time</td>
<td>Assembly of VLPs in an expression vector is intricate</td>
<td>170 and 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactivated</td>
<td>Inactivated SARS-CoV-2 + alum, inactivated SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>Phase 1 (NCT04352608), Phase 1 (ChiCTR2000031809, ChiCTR2000032459)</td>
<td>Much safer as compared to a live attenuated vaccine, has been tested in the case of SARS-CoV-1</td>
<td>First dose does not always induce a robust immune response, antigenic integrity needs to be maintained</td>
<td>172 and 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-attenuated virus</td>
<td>Whole virion</td>
<td>Phase 3 (NCT04328441), (NCT0432726)</td>
<td>Memory cells are generated, producing the same effect as that of a live infectious pathogen</td>
<td>Might replicate in an uncontrolled manner, safety concerns</td>
<td>174 and 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-based (INO-4800)</td>
<td>DNA plasmid encoding the S protein</td>
<td>Phase 1 (NCT04336410)</td>
<td>Multiple variants of antigen can be inserted into a single plasmid</td>
<td>Chance of incorporation into the host genome, activation of oncogenes</td>
<td>176 and 177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* BRACE: BCG vaccination to protect healthcare workers against COVID-19.

later infecting the person with the attenuated strain to develop a robust immune response. Recently, in 2020 Codagenix has already announced a collaboration with the serum institute of India to develop a live attenuated vaccine for SARS-CoV-2.159

**Inactivated or killed antigen vaccine**

A vaccine of this type is created by killing the pathogen through some physical (UV light)160 or chemical (β-propiolactone, formaldehyde, sodium hypochlorite)161 agents. This killed pathogen has lost the ability to cause disease but retains its capacity to develop an immune response in the host. Since they are killed or inactivated strains of the pathogen, they cannot revert to their pathogenic form. However, when infected, they do protect against the real pathogen.

Several studies have been done on inactivated SARS-CoV162 and MERS163 vaccines. The outcomes of these studies provide an opportunity to develop a vaccine candidate in a similar way for the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. Gao, Q. et al. in their recent article, described a method for the rapid development of vaccines using inactivated SARS-CoV-2, where they collected different strains of SARS-CoV-2 from COVID-19 infected patients.164 Among them the CN2 strain was chosen to develop a vaccine, while other strains were used as a preclinical challenge strain. Purified inactivated SARS-CoV-2 virus vaccine candidate (PiCoVacc) was used to infect mice, rats, and non-human primates, which induced SARS-CoV-2 specific neutralizing antibodies. This data supports the potential vaccine candidate for SARS-CoV-2.

Antibody dependent enhancement (ADE) is a disadvantage associated with plasma therapy as well as with different vaccine treatments. A study showed that inactivated SARS-CoV vaccine can induce ADE in rhesus macaques. The study also showed that antibodies against spike glycoproteins S471–503, S604–625, and S1164–1191 can efficiently prevent infection in non-human primates, but antibody targeting peptides S597–603 can enhance infection by ADE. So during the design of a peptide-based vaccine, peptides S597–603 need to be eliminated to
avoid ADE. A peptide-based vaccine could be a better alternative than a whole protein vaccine because it gives us an option to identify and eliminate the epitope sequence that is responsible for ADE.\textsuperscript{165} A schematic illustration of the overall mechanism of action of different vaccines is shown in Fig. 9, and Table 3 constitutes a list of the vaccines under clinical trials as per WHO on 15 May 2020.

**Complementary defenses by natural products and herbal medicine**

Natural products and herbal products or medicines have shown potential in a plethora of diseases, including viral infection, from ancient times to the modern age. They are relatively safe and often possess multifactorial benefits. In the context of COVID-19, there has been usage of the antimalarial drug chloroquine phosphate, a derivative of quinine, which is extracted from the bark of cinchona trees.

Recently, Shanaaker, R. et al. showed that a combination of natural products from commonly used spices, fruits and vegetables, some of which are used in the cuisine in India and other countries (apigenin, coriandrin, curcumin, galbradin, glycomarin, glycyrrhizin, hederagenin, liquiritigenin, oleanolic acid, quercetin, rosmarinic acid, glucobrassicin) has potential against COVID-19\textsuperscript{6LU7} and omarin, glycyrrhizin, hederagenin, liquiritigenin, oleanolic acid, quercetin, rosmarinic acid, glucobrassicin) has potential against COVID-19 6LU7 and 6Y2E protease.\textsuperscript{178} Furthermore, Chen, L. et al. suggested that nine phytochemicals [amaranthine, methyl rosmarinate, 5,7,3′,4′-tetrahydroxy-2′-(3,3dimethylallyl)isolavone myricitrin, 3,5,7,3′,4′,5′-hexahydroxy flavanone-3-O-beta-D glucopyranoside, (2S)-eriodictyol 7-O-(6"-O-galloyl)-beta-D-glucopyranoside, calceolarioside B, myricetin 3-O-beta-D glucopyranoside, licoleafol] from different plant sources may have an inhibitory effect on SARS COV-2 3CLpro activity as well as virus replication. Licorice, Glycyrrhiza glabra, a very important herb in China, with many pharmacological activities has been used to control COVID-19 symptoms.\textsuperscript{179,180} Based on recent studies, currently in the preprint stage, a group of researchers reported that *Withania somnifera* might prove to be an essential medicine in combating COVID-19 by disrupting interactions between viral S protein RBD and host ACE2 receptor.\textsuperscript{181} In another recent development, also in the preprint stage, a group of researchers has analyzed the potency of this herbal medicine as a COVID-19 warrior by suggesting that *Withania somnifera* targets Mpro viral enzyme, which plays a vital role in the replication and spread of the virus.\textsuperscript{182}

Apart from all the therapeutic options, the benefits of herbal medicine for treating multiple diseases in humans have been considered for ages and cannot be ignored. Herbal medicines also boost the human immune system, which may help to combat the spread of the virus and reduce the fatal power of the virus.

**Conclusions**

Undoubtedly this massive outbreak of COVID-19 has been a major issue for humankind since its emergence, but around the globe, the scientific community is also trying its best to overcome its deadly effects. Amidst the lockdown and emergency period of this pandemic, the rapid continuation of scientific research for the development of vaccines or drugs is itself quite challenging. Moreover, a major barrier to this is the very short span of time within which research results are generated, along with corresponding age and geographical location biased data and limited sample sizes that can be used for clinical trials. These shortcomings not only increase the risk of an unsuccessful clinical translation to the mass population but can also influence viral mutation towards a more deadly strain. Despite several efforts and trials, any production of a possible vaccine is still a long way off, and in this intermediate period, therapeutics which were previously successful in defying SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV are being used to defeat this novel viral strain to some extent. But in this regard, a proper authenticated database of clinical trial results with repurposed drugs is still not available. Thus, drug repurposing studies are being altered and affected. Based on recent reports, HCQ is still a debatable drug for consideration for COVID-19 treatment. Thus further, more randomized clinical trials are required to validate the results, and, in this respect, the WHO has lifted the ban on the use of HCQ in a solidarity trial, which was previously imposed for a few days.\textsuperscript{183} Favipiravir and remdesivir are now gaining much attention among repurposed drugs. Recently, dexamethasone, a type of corticosteroid medication used in other diseases to reduce inflammation, has also emerged as a potential COVID-19 life-saving drug in initial clinical trials.\textsuperscript{184}

But, before making any conclusive statement about the efficacy of this repurposed drug for COVID-19 treatment, more randomized clinical trials and other scientific validation need to be performed.
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